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Introduction: The area of employment therapy coordinates since 1997 the social undertaking 
CicloPapel. The productive unit is a strategy of common mental health that proposes the 
transformation of the structures mental hospitals to assistance of new modalities that contemplates 
the participation spaces opening and exercise of the citizenship under the concept of the rehabilitation 
psicosocial. 

Objectives The therapeutic-labor space oriented to the production seeks besides obtaining economic 
profit value to promote social value aggregate by means of the social circulation of its members. It 
aims at to favor the autonomy, the reintegration in the community, reaffirming that the person that 
suffers a Severe mental Disorder, is, without place to doubts a subject of right. 

Description: The modality of work proposes dynamic relations among the members based on the 
heterogeneousness of the group, in a process in which nobody knows it all and all they learn, seeking 
to take advantage of the best of each one. Reciprocity, participation, and solidarity are the values that 
support the routine practice, permitting to recognize that there are spaces of encounter where can be 
negotiated, maintaining the specificities and respecting the differences among the members. 

Discussion: Employment therapy acquires prominence in the device favoring the therapeutic process 
in the phases exploration, competence and achievement. It promotes the development of dexterities 
and abilities for the exercise of the adaptive roles favoring conducts oriented to the assimilation into 
society. 

Conclusion: Since the routine practice of employment therapy in social businesses real in favor of a 
competitive performance are executed that requires of the elaboration, development, execution of 
strategies prestacionales. A favorable framework of social inclusion in opposition to the ideology is 
generated mental hospital still persists in Argentina. 

Contribution to the practice: The professional practice should be legalized to acquire a politico-social 
dimension. In these years managed to create the Program of Social Undertakings in Mental Health 
and the fight next to other colleagues permitted that the Law 448 of Mental Health recognize to the 
social Undertakings as devices of common strategy that has like end the promotion of the health and 
the integration social-workable. 

 


